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Although minimum time off and leave entitlements are often defined by legislation, there are frequently variations to 
these standards across collective bargaining agreements and contracts of employment. These nuances can introduce 
unique policies that are open to interpretation when it comes to eligibility rules, entitlements, and notice requirements—
increasing complexity and administration of employee time off and leaves of absence, particularly for employers 
operating in multiple geographies. The WorkForce Suite simplifies all aspects of managing employee time off and leave 
with pre-built best practices and unprecedented flexibility to support unique policies. 

Minimise Unearned Time Off   
HR departments often err on the side of caution when they’re unable to confidently determine employee eligibility—
leading to excessive and unearned time off. To standardise approvals and eliminate uncertainty, WorkForce’s absence 
and leave management can help:  

 y Reduce administration: Approved time off requests are automatically posted to the time sheet. 

 y Automate accrual policies: Projected balances are reported in real-time including prorations, carryovers, 
transfers, grandfathered rules and more while accounting for planned usage.  

 y Ensure accuracy: Receive advanced notice when new entries or requests impact planned time off.  

Improve Operational Efficiencies  
The management of leave requests is continually growing in complexity, which widens the margin of error and consumes 
valuable time. To help organisations focus on what matters most, the WorkForce Suite supports features that:  

 y Streamline processes: Provides a single source of truth for all leave events with support for unique workflows 
and electronic document management.  

 y Improve communications and transparency: Empowers employees with self-service capabilities for visibility 
into eligibility, workflows, approvals, documentation, and projected balances.  

 y Reduce errors: Prevent or flag the submission of invalid requests or approvals that don’t meet pre-defined criteria.  
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Key Features

Time-Off Types, Banks, and Accrual Rules 

• Supported types: unlimited including associated pay codes

• Supported units: hours, days, weeks, dollars 

• Track balances of all policies for all eligible types 

• Frequencies supported: daily, monthly, bi-monthly, annually, 
semi-annually, quarterly, pay period, formula-driven based

• Supported rules: accrual, usage, pooling, transfer, clearing, 
payouts, proration and grandfather policies

Time Off Requests 

• Future projections of bank balances 

• Formula-driven approval workflows per type or length of request

• Start/stop times and numeric values supported 

• Prevent or flag invalid requests 

Time Off Approvals 

• Attach Documents

• Approve requests via email 

• Automatically approve requests that meet specified criteria 

• Group calendar view of planned time off for managers 
approving requests

Managing Leaves of Absence  

• Create, assign, review, and edit cases on behalf of employees 

• Employee self-service requests with a simple eligibility 
determination questionnaire

• Configurable aware, enterprise agreement, and internal 
programs  

• Support concurrent policies – regulatory and non-regulatory

• Precise record of all intermittent leave hours 

• Clear view of eligibility, criteria, and results for each leave type

• Configurable workflows to walk administrators through each 
step of the process 

Documentation Capabilities  

• Configure templates for forms and other documentation  
requirements

• Auto-populate documents with case-specific information 

• Electronically transmit documents and forms via comprehensive 
and secure workflow 

• Securely store, view, and update submitted documentation 
throughout the process

• Alert HR and employees of missing documents or other 
deadlines

THE WORKFORCE SUITE: ABSENCE AND LEAVE MANAGEMENT

Mitigate Compliance Risks  
Non-compliance with time off and leave policies can result in heavy fines, back pay of loss wages, and an impact 
on brand equity.  As existing standards evolve and new policies go into effect, rules can easily be adapted to meet 
requirements without employing inefficient workarounds or waiting for costly upgrades. The WorkForce Suite’s absence 
and leave capabilities include:   

 y Pre-built best practices: Compliance is simplified for legislative standards and common variations with best 
practice rule templates.

 y Coordinate unique policies: Easily adapt rules to meet more generous benefits or to coordinate overlapping 
and/or unique requirements for accurate and consistent application of all time off and leave policies.

 y Prove compliance: In the event of complaint or audit, demonstrate compliance with detailed documentation and 
a complete audit trail of case transactions.

WorkForce’s absence and leave management “tracks intermittent leave hours with precision and provides 
real-time reporting into how these absences affect an employee’s accrual balances and work schedule.”

Kristi Corral
Payroll Manager, City of Roseville


